Optical satellite links open up new prospects for realizing quantum physical experiments over unprecedented length scales. We demonstrate the feasibility of quadrature squeezing detection in satellite links using optical communication technology already in orbit. The detection process is complicated by the fact that the homodyne detectors aboard of satellites often provide an efficient resolution of only one bit. We show experimentally, that despite this extremal constraint quantum squeezing can still be detected efficiently. The required sample overhead compared to an ideal homodyne detector is only a factor of 3.3.
Introduction
The vast distances and the varying gravitational potential found in optical satellite links open up prospects for probing quantum physics in extreme conditions. [1] . This prospect complements the current efforts to establish satellitebased quantum key distribution (QKD) networks needed for the long-haul links between metropolitan area QKD networks [2] . A promising and cost-efficient approach is to set up such networks using technologically mature telecommunication equipment. We could recently show that atmospheric noise could be overcome [3] and that challenges arise merely due to the significant signal attenuation that is dominated by diffraction losses. Fig. 1 . a) Phase space representations of a displaced vacuum (blue) and squeezed vacuum state (red). b) Probability distribution for a vacuum state (blue) and a squeezed state (0.37 dB, red) to be projected onto the positive quadrature semi-axis as a function of the displacement amplitude α. c) Average a posteriori (red) and success probability (blue) for the detection of a single state, as well as the associated optimized displacement amplitudes (dashed lines and right axis labels).
Binary Homodyne Detection
One of the most prominent continuous-variable quantum effects is quadrature squeezing. We argue that squeezing could, in principle, be detected after transmission through a Ground-to-satellite channel. In a laboratory environment squeezing is routinely measured via quantum noise-limited homodyne detectors which ideally provide continuously distributed quadrature samples. In long-haul connections such as satellite links, the preferred signal encoding is binary phase shift keying (BPSK). The BPSK signals are discriminated based on the mere sign of the quadrature measurement, such that the receiver often projects the signals directly onto their sign bit [4] . Such a binary homodyne detector thus precludes accessing the continuous quadrature spectrum. The question arises whether under such strong constraints quadrature squeezing can still be detected efficiently. Using our detection scheme, we answer this question in the affirmative. We transfer the variance of the field quadrature to the binary homodyne outcome by applying an optimized phase space displacement as depicted in Fig.1(a) . States of different variance exhibit different support on the positive quadrature-semiaxis such that the signal variance is encoded in the expectation value for a positive quadrature projection as shown in Fig.1(b) . The scheme is flexible in the sense that the displacement could already be added during signal preparation at the sender or prior to the detection in the receiver. The optimized a posteriori probability and displacement amplitude are depicted in Fig.1(c) . Statistical significance of the data is achieved by performing repeated measurements on identically prepared signals.
A squeezing value of about 6 dB is routinely generated in many laboratories. Assuming a realistic transmission loss of 40-45 dB in a Ground-to-Low Earth Orbit (LEO) link as well as squeezing and detection bandwidths in the GHz range, the squeezed state can, in principle, be discriminated (error probability less than 1%) from the vacuum state well within the fly-over time of LEO satellites which is about 300 seconds.
Experimental Results
We experimentally generated weakly squeezed states (0.37 dB) using a fiber-based squeezing setup [5] . The squeezed states are detected with a non-discretized homodyne detector. The signals are only projected onto binary outcomes in the data analysis, which allows to accurately assess the relative performance of the binary homodyne detector to the non-discretized detector. The distributions of the experimentally obtained a posteriori probabilities for the squeezed state are shown in Fig.2(a) as a function of the number of acquired samples. The white dashed line depicts the average a posteriori probability. Fig.2(b) compares the required number of samples for the binary homodyne detector relative to an ideal homodyne detector for obtaining a specific a posteriori probability for the observed signal. The two curves represent different displacement strategies. Despite the extreme discretization of the binary homodyne detector, the optimized sample overhead to achieve the same a posteriori probability is merely a factor of 3.3. 
Conclusion
Our analysis underpins the feasibility of detecting quadrature squeezing even under such strong technical constraints as only 1-bit of homodyne detector resolution which is characteristic for receivers in optical satellites. In conjunction with our recent results on quantum-limited measurements of optical signals from a geostationary satellite [3] , this analysis paths the way for realizing squeezing experiments using cost-efficient and spaceborne telecom technology. We thank Gerd Leuchs, Ulrik L. Andersen and Dominique Elser for fruitful discussions.
